
For further information
June Denise Haines:

Tel: (Spain) + 34 977 816400
Mob: (Spain) + 34 670 293833 

Natalia:
Mob: (Spain) + 34 696 096825

International Dialling Access Codes:
From Europe dial 00 in place of +

From USA dial 011 in place of +
If phoning from outside Europe or USA please consult your
 telephone directory for international dialling access codes.

Directions from Reus airport for customers staying at Casalot, Miami Playa near to the 
Bonmont Golf Course

Telephone this number when you are about to leave the airport (00-34) 977 816400 or mobiles 
670293833 or 696096825 to advise of arrival time, also colour and the make of your car. 

The journey to Casalot takes about 25 minutes and is undertaken via the autopista, the toll is paid at 
the turnoff from the motorway about 2 euros which can be paid by credit card or cash.

When you leave the airport, turn right signposted Tarragona, within 300 metres you will come to a 
roundabout, take the third exit signposted Tarragona AP7, join the autovia (dual carriageway) and 
immediately position yourself in the outside lane, very shortly the road splits in various directions, 
the outside land will keep you on the road for Tarragona and AP7, you will join the next autovia 
signposted Tarragona. Within two kilometres you will see blue signs indicating the autopista AP7 
signposted Barcelona Castello, Valencia. Follow these signs down and around the approach road, 
you will arrive at a roundabout, take the first exit, but be careful as the road splits immediately, you 
need the outside left lane signposted Castello/Valencia, drive straight through the old entrances and 
join the autopista, you are now travelling south. The junction you have just joined is Number 34, 
please remember this for reference should you wish to visit Tarragona during your stay or for your 
return to the airport. Follow the autopista south for approx. 15 minutes taking exit number 38 
signposted Hospitalet/Mora.

At the exit junction 38 you will need to pick up a ticket just before the turning, very importantly, 
keep to the nearside right hand lane ticket booth, to avoid having to cross the traffic lanes on your 
exit, as the turnoff is immediately after the booths. Follow the road right, it will take you over the 
autopista, the toll booth is at the end of it, (the left hand exit is for credit card payment and the right 
hand exit is for cash. Following the payment booths, there is a waiting area on the right hand side, 
this is your meeting point, where somebody will be waiting to accompany you to the apartment.


